
Welcome to 
primary one



Primary 1a
Mrs Greaney (Mon-Thur)
Mrs Brett (Fri)
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Primary 1b
Mrs Mitchell (Mon-Tue)

Miss Green (Wed-Fri)



Curriculum for Excellence
× In P1 we will be working at the Early Level of the 

Curriculum for Excellence (CfE).
× We would expect most children to be secure by 

the end of P1, although some children may 
progress to First Level before moving to P2, 
whilst others may still be working within Early 
Level at the end of P1.
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PLAY-BASED 
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Play based approach – Why?
Play is the essence of childhood. It is a key part of 
children’s enjoyment and development. Through 
play children create their own culture, develop 
their abilities, explore their creativity, challenge 
their limitations and assumptions and learn 
about the people and places around them. 
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Play based approach – Why?
The benefits of play are broad, encompassing: 

× Health and wellbeing 
× Early childhood development 
× Cognitive development 
× Physical activity 
× Mental health 
× Emotional wellbeing
× Social development
× Learning about risk and challenge
× Play as therapy - Play Scotland, 2012 
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‘Play is fundamental to children and young people’s quality of life but 
first and foremost it is a child’s right and one which UN Convention of the 
Rights of a Child is keen to see actively applied’.

- Scottish Government, Play Strategy 

‘Play creates a brain that has increased flexibility and improved 
potential for learning later in life.’

- Lester & Russell, 2008
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Play Based Approach - Why?



Play based approach – how?
Areas of play:

× Block play
× Reading/book corner
× Art/creative station
× Home/role play
× Sand/water
× Construction

× Music 
× Sensory play – playdough, 

malleable materials
× Loose parts 
× Outdoors 
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Day in the life of Primary 1
× Soft start/Ready Steady Learn
× Literacy

× Whole class input 
× Working with in small group
× Literacy focused play

× Numeracy & Mathematics
× Whole class input
× Working with teacher in small group
× Numeracy focused play
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× Afternoons:
× PE
× Circle time
× Topic
× STEM
× Outdoor 

learning 
× Free play



Primary 1
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× Literacy is fundamental to all areas of  learning as it unlocks 
access to the wider curriculum.

× At Stockbridge we follow Edinburgh City Council’s Literacy 
Rich Programme, supplemented with aspects of Jolly 
Phonics.

× We learn through singing, rhyming, the enjoyment of reading 
and writing, word building and exploring sounds.
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Teaching of Early Literacy



Phonics teaches children to connect the sounds of spoken English 
with the letters or groups of letters. We start with the smallest 
units of sound eg: c-a-t as in ‘cat’. 

The sounds are not taught in alphabetical order, they are taught in 
an order which allows children to begin building words 
immediately.

We teach the sounds NOT the letter names. Please reinforce this at 
home. 
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What is Phonics?
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We teach the children to identify 
the sound patterns concurrently. 
We teach them how to...

× segment single sounds in 
words;

× build words using the sounds;
× blend the sounds together to 

create words and read them.
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What is Phonics?



We also teach children that some 
words in English are irregular and 
impossible to decode. 

These high frequency sight words 
are taught alongside the use of 
phonics and we refer to them as 
‘tricky words’ eg: ‘put’.
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Tricky words



At Stockbridge we teach 
cursive handwriting to 
improve presentation, 
speed and flow. 

New sounds are practiced 
using cursive script.
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Cursive Handwriting
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Jolly Phonics

Songs can 
be found on 

Spotify (free) 
or on the 

Jolly Phonics 
app.
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Jolly Phonics
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Literacy through play

i 
Loose parts 

letter 
formation
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Literacy through play

s 
word 

building in 
the sand
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Literacy through play

i 
insects in 
the grass
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Literacy through play

p
 Make a p 

with pasta.
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Literacy through play

a
 Find an a in 

the 
classroom.



Support and encourage your child’s learning by:

×  Daily practise of saying the sounds taught
×  Daily practise of blending, segmenting and word building
×  Daily practise of correct formation of letters and correct 

handgrip of the pencil hunting for letters and sounds in 
words

×  Regularly practising reading and writing ‘Tricky Words’
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What can you do?



Phonics Home Learning
Each child will be given a pack to support 
phonics learning at home. 

It’s really important that you follow the guide 
in their home learning journal so you only 
practise the sounds once they have been 
taught.
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Jolly Phonics Cards
These show:

Correct letter formation 

Jolly phonics actions

Words they can build using 
sounds already taught
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Sound Cards
Cut these out and 
use them for word 
building.

Please only use 
them once they’ve 
been taught.
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Tricky words
We won’t be teaching these until after 
the October holiday. 

Children will become familiar with 
these words and can practise reading 
and writing them creatively at home 
too.



× We teach a phonetic approach to decoding. 

× We will begin to teach reading later in the school year when the children 
have learned their initial sounds and are able to decode simple words. 

× Words will either be decodable e.g. b-i-g  or a tricky word e.g. the

× The books we will use are phonics based to reinforce the sounds they’ve 
learned.

× There are numerous reading opportunities throughout the day.
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Teaching of Early Reading



Support and encourage your child’s learning in reading by:

×  Read to your child daily

× Practising class readers at home

×  Discussing the text, characters and your child’s feelings

×  Linking the story to personal experiences

×  Illustrating stories and books you have read together
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What can you do?



× Encouraging them to create their own stories

× Encouraging them to read different books, magazines, comics, signs & 
recipes 

× Encouraging your child to use their phonic knowledge to decode new 
and unfamiliar words

× Re-reading favourite books
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What can you do?



× Initially in P1 adults scribe sentences dictated by childrens. 

× It is important that writing is supported when they are 
developmentally ready.

× Lots of talking before writing – orally constructing sentence/ piece 
of writing. 

× Different genres of writing will be introduced, mainly through topic.
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Teaching of Writing



Support and encourage your child’s learning in writing by:

×  Ensuring correct letter formation & pencil grip.

×  Providing a wide variety of papers, writing implements to encourage 
mark making and writing.

× Encouraging writing in different contexts.

× Encouraging your child’s use of spelling patterns and words they have 
been taught.
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What can you do?



Primary 1
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× At Stockbridge and across all 
Edinburgh Primary Schools, 
P1 – P4 children are taught 
using SEAL (Stages of Early 
Arithmetical Learning).
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Teaching of Numeracy and Maths



1. Number word sequences

× Forwards and backwards 
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SEAL consists of teaching a progression of key aspects of early number



2. Numerals
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SEAL consists of teaching a progression of key aspects of early number



3. Addition and subtraction

× Counting visible items

× Figurative counting 

× Counting on and counting back
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SEAL consists of teaching a progression of key aspects of early number



4. Number structures

× Spatial patterns
× Finger patterns
× Temporal patterns and sequences 
× Combining and partitioning 
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SEAL consists of teaching a progression of key aspects of early number



5. Multiplication and Division

× Equal groups and sharing
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SEAL consists of teaching a progression of key aspects of early number



× Supports the teaching of SEAL
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Numicon 



As well as Numeracy 
we will look at a 

number of 
mathematical 

concepts throughout 
the year.
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Maths
Other aspects covered this year will be:

× Pattern
× Measurement
× Symmetry 
× Shape
× Data Analysis
× Money
× Time



× Following teacher guided learning, 
children will be able to explore and 
reinforce their understanding through 
play. 
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Numeracy through play
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Numeracy through play

3 
Flowers
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Numeracy through play

4
Pink 

things
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Numeracy through play

4
Magna-tile 
Creations
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Numeracy through play 4
with 

loose 
parts
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Numeracy through play

5
with 

loose 
parts

Making 
groups 

of 5



Support and encourage your child’s learning in Numeracy and 
Maths by:

× Practising correct number formation at home.

× Engaging in discussion about number in the home and wider 
environment.

× Consolidating their acquisition of a mental number line by 
counting forward and backwards in 1’s and 2’s daily. 
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What can you do?



× Playing board games eg. Snakes and ladders, Frustration & 
card games or dominoes.

× Completing homework tasks.

× Number songs.
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What can you do?



Everything
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× One theme explored across a range of curricular 
areas.

× It allows for all curricular areas to be integrated 
into everyday teaching and not as stand alone 
topics

× Our topics are embedded in our play. 
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What is Interdisciplinary Learning?



× Ongoing assessment and observations, which are part of 
literacy and numeracy schemes

× Online Learning Journal observations

× Wider achievement observations from home

× Parents evenings

× Interim discussions
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Assessment and reporting



× We acknowledge that different family 
circumstances provide different amounts of time 
for families to learn together. 

× Our policy is flexible and provides activities that 
support parents with ideas for home learning 
without being prescriptive.
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Home School Learning Policy 



× A home learning wall will be sent home each term.

× Reading books will be sent weekly in book bags (once reading has 
started)

× All home learning journals should be brought into school on a 
MONDAY to share any home learning that has taken place.  

× Home learning journals will be collected in on a Monday and given 
back on a Tuesday. 
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Home School Learning Policy 





× We expect parents to read with their child as often as possible.

× We expect pupils to try to complete at least one task from the 
home learning wall each week (please note that we find that 
short/frequent practice of sounds and number has the most 
impact).

× Where the home learning task is a talking task or a game, we 
ask that this evidenced by signing it and dating the grid.
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Minimum expectation



× Ready Steady Learn is the way we start the day! It enables the 
children to have an active start to their day.

× It provides an opportunity to practise skills and consolidate 
learning in a relaxed environment.

× It enables parents to share the children’s learning and gives 
ideas for how to consolidate learning at home.
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Ready Steady Learn



× You will be asked to sign up to support RSL and allocated a day. 

× You must sign in as you enter the classroom 8.55am.

× The class teacher will ask you to supervise an activity.
(It may not always be possible to work with your child) 

× We plan activities based on the level of support available,  so 
please inform us as soon as possible if you are unable to help 
on your allocated day. 
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How does it work?



× RSL lasts for about 15-20 minutes, then children will be asked 
to tidy up. 

× Once they have done this you will need to leave as quietly and 
quickly as possible to allow our learning and teaching to 
proceed.
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How does it work?



House
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× We would like all children coming into the cloakroom 
independently and getting themselves ready. Please 
support us with this by saying goodbye to your child at the 
door. 

× If your child arrives at school after the P1 doors have shut 
at 9am you will need to go to the office before coming to 
class.
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Housekeeping - Mornings



× Our end of day bell goes at 2:55pm and children must be 
collected by a named adult from the classroom. 

× Please inform us in writing of any changes to the adult who 
will be collecting your child to help us ensure their safety. 
An email to the office is fine.
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Housekeeping - Pickups



× Book bags should come into school everyday. 

× Please make sure children come to school with a waterproof 
jacket everyday. We take learning outdoors regularly. 

× Every child should come to school with a water bottle everyday 
and may want an afternoon snack too.

× Gym kits, uniforms, packed lunch boxes and water bottles must 
be clearly named. 
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Housekeeping



× Any items left at the end of the day with no name will be placed 
into lost property cupboard at the front door at the office.

× Please order lunches and pay for trips and learning experiences 
on ParentPay.
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Housekeeping



Please visit the school website which will be updated regularly. This 
will ease the congestion in the office and allow the office staff to 
complete tasks. You can find copies of:

× newsletters
× photographs of the children’s learning
× important diary dates
× reminders and general information
× school dinner menu
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School Website



stockbridgeprimaryschool.wordpress.com 

Place your screenshot here
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@stockbridge_ps 
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